.
Indeed, its primordial abundance is the best tracer of the baryonic density parameter of the 1This work is based on data obtained for the Guaranteed Time Team by the NASA-CNES-CSA FUSE mission operated by the Johns Hopkins University.
Universe,i2B, and the decease in its abundanceduring galactic evolution traces the cosmic star formation rate at various epochs.
The first (indirect) m_:asurement of the deuterium abundancewascarried out using aHe in the solarwind, giving the presolarvalue D/H-_ 2.5=t= 1.0x 10.5 (Geiss& Reeves1972). The first measurementsof the {)/H ratio in the interstellar medium (ISM) were reported shortly thereafter by Rogerson& York (1973) ,and their value (D/H)-_ 1.4-t-0.2x 10-s hasremained a landmark averagevalue f'orthe interstellar D/H ratio. Finally direct measurementsof the primordial (D/H) ratio in low-metallicity material at high redshift have been successfully carried out thesepast few years (e.g., Burles 2001for a review, and referencestherein). The values derived cluster around (D/H)_ 3 x 10-s although with significant dispersion, which may or may not be real. Q_litesimilarly the measurementsof the (D/H) ratio in the Galactic ISM towards hot stars wi_.hthe Copernicus satellite lead to many evaluations of D/H (see e.g. York and Rogerson 1!)76; Vidal-Madjar et al. 1977; Laurent et al. 1979; Ferlet et al. 1980; York 1983; Allen et al. 1992) which also show dispersion around the above York & Rogerson (1973) value. Tttis dispersion has been recently confirmed by IMAPS observations (Jenkins et al. 1999; Som:eborn et al. 2000) , indicating that the D/H ratio may vary by a factor __ 3 in the solar neic,_hborhood, i.e., within a few hundred parsecs.
In this paper we pre:_ent a new determination of the D/H ratio on the line of sight to the nearby DA white dwarf (WD) G191-B2B based on observations obtained with the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE, Moos et al. 2000; Sahnow et al. 2000) . This paper is one of a series in this volume describing the first results of the FUSE (D/H) program in the Local ISM (LISM).' ['his program and its results are summarized in the overview paper by Moos et al. (2002) .
Observing white dwa.'fs has many advantages over hot and cool stars for studying the D/H ratio, as explained i_ Vidal-Madjar et al. (1998) : these targets can be chosen close to the Sun, in order to avoi_l a complex line of sight structure, and in the high temperature range, so that the interst,_llar absorption is superimposed on a smooth stellar continuum.
The risk of contamination by low column density H I fluffs possibly present in the hot star winds (Gry, Lamers & Vi, lal-Madjar 1984) is negligible for WDs, and their hot continuum offers the possibility of ot_serving the numerous UV lines of N I and especially O I, which is a very useful tracer of t1 I and D I. The (D/H) ratio has already been measured toward four white dwarfs, using l he HST: G191-B2B (Lemoine et al. 1996; Vidal-Madjar et al. 1998; Sahu et al. 1999) , HZ43A (Landsman et al. 1996) , Sirius B (H_brard et al. 1999) caseof Sirius B this compatibility is marginal.
In the case of G191-B2B, it was found that the line of sight comprisesone neutral region corresponding to the LIC, and two more ionized absorbing components (Lemoine et al. 1996; Vidal-Madjar et aI. 1998 Table 4 , except with that of Sahu et al. (1999) At this stage, one should point out that these best-fit solutions are quite difficult to find. The impact of additional weak absorbers on the profile fitting of N(H I) had already been studied by Vidal-Madjar et al. (1998) Vidal, C. R., Cooper, J., Smith, E. W., 1973 , ApJS, 25, 37 Vidal-Madjar, A., Gry, C., 1984 , A&A, 138, 285 Vidal-Madjar, A., et al., 1977 , et al., 2002, ApJ, submitted This preprint was prepared with the AAS LArI_X macros v5.0.
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